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1: A customer CIO is very interested in going green. Why is energy efficiency important for green IT?
A. Energy Efficiency is only important for the IT budget.
B. Wasting energy is a negative effect on Business Globalization.
C. Energy-saving is the main focus of company policy
D. Excessive energy consumption causes climate change.

Correct Answers: D

2: Your customer has stated that they are having a problem with satisfying their backup demands with their installed tape library and are interested in understanding IBM's data duplication strategy in an effort reduce the demand for tape cartridges. In working with the customers technical team you have determined that approximately 25 terabytes of data is backed up each night into their tape library and each Saturday they eject 200 tape cartridges to be shipped to the remote storage vault. Which of the following should the customer purchase and install to address these needs and why?
A. TS7650G Diligent solution in front of their existing tape library. The Diligent modeling tool estimates that the solution will look for duplicate data and after several backup cycles will reduce the number of cartridges needed for backup by at least 50%
B. TS7650G Diligent solution and a TS3310 Tape Library outfitted with LTO-4 tape drives. The TS7650G works most efficiently with the latest tape technology. In addition, the combination of the Diligent data duplication technology and the ultra high capacity cartridges available with LTO-4 will provide a return on investment within 2 years, justifying the replacement of the already installed tape library.
C. TS7650G Diligent solution along with 100TB of usable disk storage and contract to install replicated disk at a recovery site. The Diligent modeling tool estimated the required storage repository based on retention periods and backup cycles. In the event of a disaster, a clustered TS7650G will be installed at the recovery site to read the repository.
D. A clustered TS7650G Diligent solution along with 100TB of usable disk storage. Part of the cluster can be installed at the production site and provide high speed back and restore as well as reducing actual backup data through Diligents industry leading Hyperfactor technology. The second half of the cluster can be installed along with the existing customer tape library, at their remote storage facility, protecting the investment in the tape library.

Correct Answers: C

3: You are planning the installation of a DS8100. The customer has IBM, HP and Sun servers which are to be attached to the DS8100. You need to ensure the host servers are supported with the DS8100. Which of the following addresses this issue?
A. consult the appropriate DS8000 Interoperability Matrix.
B. review the most recent DS8100 Announcement Letter.
C. call +1-800-IBM-SERV and ask for the latest list of supported host servers.
D. contact your sales team

Correct Answers: A
4: It is important to call at the right level for Dynamic Infrastructure projects. Which of the following is the reason to make Energy Efficiency calls at the senior IT Director, CIO or higher level?
A. Operations management only focuses on budget and cost issues and lacks strategic vision
B. These roles are focused on the overall business risk involved in strategic initiatives
C. It enables you to discuss the feature/function value of IBM solutions
D. These individuals will be involved with all follow-on detailed discussions
Correct Answers: B

5: The journey to Dynamic Infrastructure begins with establishing a new economic foundation in the current environment. Your customer wants to continue the journey and believes he is in the second stage of adoption of Dynamic Infrastructure, the SHARED stage. Which of the following indicates they are at the SHARED stage?
A. Management systems are simplified by breaking down silos of similar management tools and deploying end-to-end systems and network management tools, which lead to the simplification of data center management.
B. Infrastructure and services are deployed with highly virtualized resource pools, optimized networks, automated service management, and an underlying energy efficient design that supports expansion and transformation.
C. Groups of compatible systems that can scale efficiently and quickly are grouped together to allow business goals to drive IT.
D. Steps include virtualization and consolidation of data centers and physical infrastructure including storage, servers. The data center becomes more resilient and secure.
Correct Answers: B

6: A Business Resilience (BR) manufacturing prospect has several internal groups interested in engaging the business partner Dynamic Infrastructure technical lead. Which of the following is the reason to make Business Resiliency calls at the senior IT Director, CIO or LOB (Line of Business)?
A. These individuals are typically more available for discussions
B. Operations management only focuses on budget and cost, not strategic views
C. It enables you to discuss the detail feature/function value of IBM solutions
D. These individuals will be involved with all follow-on detailed discussions
Correct Answers: B

7: A prospect is confused with the multiple pillars (BR, EE, VC, and II) within the Dynamic Infrastructure strategy. They are interested in virtualization and consolidation, but are concerned that too many pillars will result in a compromise and a poor solution. Which of the following is an effective response?
A. The pillars are interrelated and should be implemented together for maximum benefit
B. Dynamic Infrastructure Innovation Workshop will help them identify which pillars are most critical and create a roadmap for implementation of one or more pillars
C. Dynamic Infrastructure pillars should be implemented one at a time like most applications,
combining them as goals makes implementation very difficult
D.Select the most urgent with the highest ROI. Once a successful track record is established other pillars should be implemented

Correct Answers: D

8: What is the meaning of Dynamic Infrastructure forerunner NEDC?
A.New Enterprise Data Center
B.Node Equalized Data Center
C.Non Existent Data Center (Cloud Computing)
D.New Energy Data Center

Correct Answers: C

9: There are a wide variety of data deduplication options and methods in the market today. IBM acquired Diligent and its deduplication technique. You will need to describe IBM deduplication technique to your customers. Which of these correctly describes IBMs deduplication technique?
A.Content aware, Post-processed deduplication
B.Data agnostic, In-line deduplication
C.Content aware, In-line deduplication
D.Data agnostic, Post-processed deduplication

Correct Answers: B

10: A customer is confused by some terms they have heard recently. (Dynamic Infrastructure, Smart Planet, Information Infrastructure) What is Information Infrastructure and how does it relate to the other terms?
A.Information Infrastructure is a component of Dynamic Infrastructure a new IT model from IBM
B.Information Infrastructure is new educational offering, Dynamic Infrastructure is a Storage technique
C.Dynamic Infrastructure is an education offering, Information Infrastructure is a storage technique
D.Smart Planet is an education offering to support Information Infrastructure

Correct Answers: D

11: A Dynamic Infrastructure prospect wants an overall IT virtualization solution. They currently have: System z has its Parallel Sysplex with LPARs. Windows HP servers are virtualized with VMware. SUN infrastructure uses Solaris Containers. Some of the storage systems are served by IBMs SAN Volume Controller. Which of the following addresses the customers request?
A.Provide an assessment about the current implementation and develop a blueprint for an overall virtualization approach including servers, networks and storage using an experienced Systems Architect.
B.Involve a Business Continuity Services consultant to analyze the business processes to cover a total virtualized environment. Move business applications to System z as the best choice for virtualized infrastructure.
C.Stress the advantage of bare metal hypervisors bringing virtualization very close to the hardware with a minimum of code lines and maximizing security.
D. Optimized usage of IT resources (server, networks and storage) can only be achieved with virtualization and reduction of workforce.

Correct Answers: A

12: One important factor in developing any BR strategy is to determine the customers Recovery Point Objective. Which of the following defines a businesss RPO?
A. RPO indicates how much data the business can afford to recreate (or lose)
B. RPO denotes the time interval between an outage and when the remote servers are available
C. RPO is the length of elapsed time that the business has agreed they can afford to be without their systems and critical business applications
D. RPO is the distance between the product data centers and the recovery site

Correct Answers: A

13: A securities trading bank has a critical performance issue. Peaks in trading behavior temporarily result in a huge number of orders which must be processed in time to avoid penalties. Which of the following meets this immediate situation?
A. IBM’s SAN Volume Controller provides outstanding performance. Develop a virtualized architecture with the customer to leverage caching properties to meet the peak needs.
B. IBM server technology with CuOoD
C. Analyze the business application; providing high performance solutions for a few peaks is not cost affective. Suggest your customer negotiate the service levels to increase the processing time for the transactions.
D. Identify the real issue and develop the proper solution combining software, hardware and services out of IBM’s comprehensive portfolio.

Correct Answers: B

14: An installed Power6 server with AIX customer is suffering outages in a core SAP environment. IT infrastructure runs very lean (80-90% utilization on servers) and is lacking appropriate infrastructure resilience. Which of the following is a most appropriate proposal to this customer?
A. STG HA Assessment Workshop to evaluate the environment, identify points of failure in infrastructure and make recommendations to improve IT availability
B. Engage with GTS following the BCRS Resilient Enterprise Blueprint to help client understand range of threats
C. Engage GTS to follow BCRS Business Impact Analysis Assessment to understand costs and risks associated with unplanned downtime
D. Request the customer to collect nmon data and implement Flash Copy with Global Metro Mirror

Correct Answers: A

15: A client has both EMC and IBM storage systems installed and would like to implement tiered storage strategy and perform non-disruptive migration of data between tiers. Which of the following solution can best meet this customer requirement?
A. Implement Tivoli Storage Productivity Center to manage data migration
B. Virtualize storage infrastructure with SAN Volume Controller
C. Propose XIV which would eliminate the need for tiered storage  
D. Utilize array base replication to migrate data without interruption  
**Correct Answers: B**

16: Your client has a disaster recovery site 300 miles away from its production site. For critical business applications, they need a plan to achieve minimal RPO for disaster recovery. What disk function can best address this requirement?  
A. IBM Remote Mirroring Function  
B. FlashCopy Functions  
C. Data Mobility Services  
D. Copy Export for disaster recovery  
**Correct Answers: A**

17: A customer CIO is very concerned about the ability of his current staff to handle implementation of the desired Dynamic Infrastructure BR project. They plan to implement immediately. Which of the following addresses this issue?  
A. Send the staff to IBM education to gain the skills  
B. Replace the staff with new skilled individuals  
C. Engage a consultant to establish a plan  
D. Contract with IBM or Business Partner to perform the critical work elements  
**Correct Answers: A**

18: Identifying each customer's recovery and budget requirements is an important first step in a Business Resilience (BR) engagement. A customer determines they have an RTO of 2-6 hours. Which of the following addresses this BR requirement?  
A. Continuous availability, end to end automation  
B. Rapid data recovery  
C. Tape based backup and restore  
D. Real time data and server replication  
**Correct Answers: B**

19: A large insurance company is scheduling a planning session to develop a Business Resilience (BR) plan with their Business Partner. Why is it important to include a qualified services team in this session?  
A. IBM Services teams provide BR services  
B. Business continuity and recovery embraces multiple disciplines  
C. Solutions Assurance Review (SAR) requires qualified services personnel  
D. Technical and Delivery Assessment (TDA) requires qualified services personnel  
**Correct Answers: B**

20: Energy efficiency can be accomplished by employing the correct tools. Which of the following will result in the design of a more carbon friendly solution for a customer?  
A. Performance Tool Box for monitoring servers  
B. Full management solution including tools (i.e. Active Energy Manager)
C. Implement a portal tool for monitoring applications and end-user systems
D. Tivoli Provisioning Manager for managed clients

Correct Answers: B